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POP UP TRIANGLE CLOCHE INSTRUCTIONS

Pop-up Triangle Cloche Guide
1. Remove the product carefully from the storage bag, taking care not to lose the ground pegs
2. Select a reasonably flat area to use your Pop-up Cloche.
3. Open out the cloche. When erected, peg down firmly, using the sewn tabs around the base.
4. In windy areas, you may need to add extra pegs for maximum stability.
5. At the end of the season fold away the cloche, allow it to dry and either lay flat or store in the bag
provided until next season.
6. If your product becomes twisted or distorted, simply fold it up and open it out again. The metal has
memory, and will eventually correct itself. If the metal on one side remains distorted, try twisting it
with your fingers to correct its shape.
Please note:
In the event of snow, we strongly recommend that cloches are taken down and stored. They are NOT designed
to withstand the weight of any significant snowfall. Snow will collect on the surface and your cage is likely to
collapse.

Scan QR Code
Folding Instruction
YouTube video

For more info on our products and detailed folding instructions, scan our
QR code to link to our YouTube videos – GardenSkill Limited
Alternatively,type  https://www.youtube.com/user/GardenSkillUK/feat
ured?view_as=subscriber
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To fold away your cloche:
1. Grip diagonally opposite ends of the cloche; 2. Bring hands together so that the cloche is folded in half and forms loops
on either side, with your left hand gripping the two spring steel sides in the middle; 3. Place your right hand on the bottom
of the loop; 4. Move your right hand inwards and upwards, bringing the loop into the centre. At the same time, manoeuvre
your left hand to allow the spring steel side slightly nearer you to slip underneath the one slightly further away; 5. Continue
to push right hand towards the centre to form 3 loops (one on top of the other); 6. Bring loops together into a circle
A selection of other GardenSkill products – visit www.gardenskill.com for our full range

